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Nick Fuentes Returns
Rose in Need of Free Speech

Dara Nafiu

World News Editor

On March 21st, President Donald Trump signed an executive order designed to protect free speech on college campuses. The ever-ganrulous Commander in Chief made this declaration in the self-protection of the most protected population in the U.S. and abroad. The University of the World, the Conservative White Man™. Trump plans to enforce this directive by withdrawing all federal funding to how much white nationalist propagandists with their remarkably low stomachs can continue to provide students with their remarkably low self-esteem. Always always always, the Rose-Hulman administration has decided to comply with the order so they can continue to provide students with their remarkably low self-esteem. That is why we Americans for Liberty has been permitted to invite alt-right influencer Nick Fuentes for a speaking engagement on the 3rd.

Last year, former Rose-Hulman president Jim Conwell cancelled Fuentes for a speaking engagement. In the official statement, some students have wondered should we alter any have been other reasons that Fuentes represents an alarmingly bold hate group at odds with the majority of the Rose-Hulman student body. No, it was probably just the club funding, I think.

Following the abrupt cancellation, Nick Fuentes took to his podcast to address some of his remarks on the inferiority of certain people groups. ‘Maybe I said those things. Maybe. But we’re all a bundle of bright right wrong, right? Racist? Right? Aware of the sizable majority of the student body that adheres to the far-left, socialist theory that “racism is bad.” The Rose-Hulman administration has hired security for the event. Our very own Public Safety will be on standby to ensure that Fuentes stays away from the aloof concept of bigotry during his speech, as determined by the following point-based system.

- Tiki-torch lighting ≤ 1.5 points
- N-word (or variant) = 2 points
- “White power” gesture ≤ 2.5 points
- KKK rallying cry ≤ 3 points
- Using a Fox News soundbite ≤ 4 points

Accruing more than 5 points will result in a Stern Talking-To after the event. If you are wondering why you haven’t heard more about this, President Coons released the following statement on My Rose-Hulman only: “In an effort to expand campus inclusivity, we have decided to be inclusive of a viewpoint that directly opposes inclusivity. Welcome back, Fuentes, second time’s the charm!”

Nick Fuentes looking absolutely Stoked to come to Rose

Source: Boston Magazine

Rose Ban’s Schedules

The Deus ‘Ex Machina’ Hughes

Fully manual subsistence level abstinent middle-earth feudalist

In preparation for the 2020 BURA standards, Hose-Rulman is rolling out new policies to ban note-taking, prohibiting students from looking up your own schedule. While this will keep the institute from the disaster that was leaking sensitive information like where your group partners might be able to find you when you don’t show up for lab for the third time this week (looking at you, Gerald), it may come at the cost of you knowing where the heck to show up for class.

“Security is our top concern here at Hose, Hayden, Rulman,” said one EIT representative. “Students don’t think about what terrible things could happen if they leave their laptop out. A random stranger might log in and access sensitive data, like where they’re in the most money from after a Ap-Com exam. We’re just being cau-

tious.”

Still, this is a major inconvenience. “Registration was like, 6 weeks ago. I don’t do for the life of me remember whether I in section of one of my AIDE classes, course, let alone if I was taking for the exam.”

Some students attempted to hack together a way to view their own schedules by scraping data from the book of faces and my.hose-rulman.gov, but this was met with confusion, though. One freshman remarked, “I thought my class was in Olin 221, so I went there. It was a senior level civil course; and it just made sense to me. I’m switching my major to something much easier now after this en-
lightening experience.
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Eve Maquilin

Staff Writer

Hose-Rulman Rowing shocked the community earlier this winter by qualifying for the NCAA Rowing Championship in Akron, Ohio. Students submitted notes of encouragement to the Thron saying,

"I don’t think we had a rowing team but I guess"

"Ski-duh!" Students left for Akron on Friday, and wasted no time in smashing records as they completed the drive in an unprecedented 18 hours, 14 minutes, and 23 sec-
onds.

"We took a risk stopping for gas in Columbus, but I could feel the tank emptying and made the call. Better to finish strong than not at all, you know," commented team captain Rennik Hummel.

On arrival, the team demolished another NCAA record for heaviest watercraft.

"This was an accident actually," said coxswain ‘Whiskey’ Myipple, "Our boat broke as we were loading it in the bus so we called an audible and grabbed Concrete Canoe’s boat. It holds water and has a pretty sick paint job so we were pretty confident in it."

Unfortunately the craft was unable to carry all 9 athletes during the Men’s Eight and capsized 22 meters into the race, setting yet another record for fastest DNF in NCAA history.

"Yeah that was a real low point," commented Coach Bor Jurt.

Hose-Rulman rowing looks forward to making another strong showing next season. Their plans include buying a new boat, ditching their plywood panels for actual wood, and qualifying for the 2020 World Rowing Championships.
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Special Counsel Robert Mueller has finally finished his report on Russia’s involvement in the 2016 election. Former House-Rangel Thaddeus, New Zealand’s Prime Minister. Dr. Mueller has confirmed that the U.S. government has been under suspicion of collusion with multiple Russian officials. The report also mentioned that some of the Russian officials were members of the Trump campaign, which was involved in a number of federal investigations. The Mueller report has also revealed that the Russian officials were involved in the 2016 election, which has been under investigation since the election.

"Florida and California residents alike will be happy to live under their new overlords." Photo Courtesy of Pinterest
**Avengers: Endgame Script Leaked**
A Hollywood Secret Revealed

J.K. Howling
Neopagan Priestess

TERRE HAUTE, IN— Astonishing Disney executives everywhere, where the defunct Bulletin Board section of the public. Please visit the following link at Disney and the Board of Trustees, Hulman website the previous day on Twitter.

Hulman website revealed that I considered secretly adding something both Rose students and the community. What was difficult was finding the right way to share this secret, and I knew this had to be released to the public.

Hulman President Rob-Coons said Berg and Hawthorne were able to work together from March 2019, 12:00 p.m., at the Rose mathematics graduation this spring.

At Rose, we encountered the help of a Rose mathematics graduate, Ramin Lauer, who met Berg and Hawthorne while he was a student at the California Institute of the Arts. After Berg and Hawthorne were able to work together from March 2019, 12:00 p.m., at the Rose mathematics graduation this spring.

But there are so many little things both Rose students and the community have in common, especially among people who have been close friends in college too scared to share these secrets. So we had to immediately put the right words in the right mouths so they would in fact stay dead in or-der for Marvel to form the new Marvel Cinematic Universe after the events of its peak of my career. I really do think this is the peak of my career. [3/3]

**Math Dept.**
Netfix Orders Original Cartoon Series about Math Department

Gotta Rating, Sr.
IEEE Deltaweb

The online streaming site Netflix is looking to develop a television show that will hit home for a lot of Rose-Hulman students. It is called F is for Family and the Hulman website from Disney and the Board of Trustees, Hulman website last Friday on March 2019, 12:00 p.m.

**Entertainment+**
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acceptance letter encouraged us to don the stereotypical eyewear of nerds everywhere.

The problem with being different is that it can distance you from the rest of the crowd. Whether or not social skills is the cause or effect of this distance, I cannot say with certainty. What is certain, however, is that the average Rose student has trouble being social. Yet college is one of the best places to be social. It is a place to explore yourself and how you connect with other people out from under the protective wings of your parents. So, to help our average student get their feet wet in this vast ocean of social experiences, a group of CSSE students are planning to launch a dating app called Schedule Hookup.

"After spending a couple years at Rose, I saw that there was a real need for this kind of thing," said the lead-developer of the team who, declining to use his last name, insisted that, "our aim is simply to filter out mash and shit, put it in the toilet, and have flings with every match you meet. The application accommodates all sorts of dating preferences. The Love Guru and his team are also corroborating with student groups such as Unity to ensure our profiles easily transferred to the tinder dating pool.

Despite its name, Schedule Hookup does not require you to have flings with every match you have. The application accommodates all sorts of dating preferences. The Love Guru and his team are also corroborating with student groups such as Unity to provide options for members of all sexual orientations.

Although the app is not yet available for the Rose community, Schedule Hookup is set to Launch by the end of spring quarter, and who better to be in charge of this effort than the CSSE majors whose social skills have atrophied from long hours of isolation from the real world, the Love Guru insisted that, "our aim is simply to get Rose students started. Think of it as an introduction to dating. After a few hookups, Rose students are bound to feel more confident, having gained the necessary social skills to move on to dating apps with a wider range of people." In fact, they're working on a partnership with Tinder so that, after using the app for a couple of months, students can have their profiles easily transferred to the tinder dating pool.

Schedule Lookup? More like Schedule Hookup

Tinder, but for Rose Students

Image Courtesy of tinder.com

Coming soon: Tinder for Rose students

Photo From thrillist.com

J.G. Wentworth
877-CASHNOW

8% CASHNOW

Giant can of fruit cocktail

Ziploc bag (gallon sized)

Sugar Cubes 60

4 packets of ketchup

2 pieces of bread

Ingredients:

- Oranges 6-10 medium sized stolen from the Bon
- Giant can of fruit cocktail
- Ziploc bag (gallon sized)
- Sugar Cubes 60
- 4 packets of ketchup
- 2 pieces of bread

Process:

1. peel the oranges and place them in the Ziploc with the can of fruit cocktail
2. mash that shit up
3. add the sugar and ketchup
4. Add in the bread
5. blend it all together in the bag
6. put it in the toilet
7. piss around it making sure to open the bag to vent each time that way it doesn’t explode.
8. Repeat step 7 daily for a week
9. Filter out mash and shit
10. Drink

Photo From tinder.com

Coming soon: Tinder for Rose students

Schedule Hookup is only for Rose students. When asked if he thinks that limiting the users of the app to Rose students only will even further isolate Rose students from the outside world, the Love Guru insisted that, "our aim is simply to get Rose students started. Think of it as an introduction to dating. After a few hookups, Rose students are bound to feel more confident, having gained the necessary social skills to move on to dating apps with a wider range of people." In fact, they're working on a partnership with Tinder so that, after using the app for a couple of months, students can have their profiles easily transferred to the tinder dating pool.

Despite its name, Schedule Hookup does not require you to have flings with every match you have. The application accommodates all sorts of dating preferences. The Love Guru and his team are also corroborating with student groups such as Unity to provide options for members of all sexual orientations.

Although the app is not yet available for the Rose community, Schedule Hookup is set to Launch by the end of spring quarter, and who better to be in charge of this effort than the CSSE majors whose social skills have atrophied from long hours of isolation from other people and the sun. So, if you’ve had trouble getting into the dating game before, get ready to find some of that much needed confidence come this May.
**Facts**

**The Ultimate Showdown**

**SHAGGY**

Strengths:
- Ancient elder god with inconceivable power
- Has a equally powerful dog companion
- Like, Zoinsko, Scoob

**SHAPIRO**

Strengths:
- Uses Facts and Logic
- Doesn’t care about your feelings
- Can fly

Winner: Ben Shapiro

Shaggy may be the single most powerful being in the universe, but he has finally met his match, because only Ben Shapiro is capable of wielding the superior power of Facts and Logic. To further improve Ben Shapiro’s arsenal is the fact that Facts don’t care about your feelings. Shaggy is powerful, but his feelings will be severely hurt by Shapiro’s powerful Facts and Logic, which will result in his inevitable demise.

**FACT?**

**FICTION?**

Please Don’t Email Us: thron-facts@hose-rulman.edu

**Very Important Facts**

**Goose Population By Year**

**Student Class Sizes**

**Political Compass for Hose Pros**

All charts courtesy of Thadeosaurus Huge, Esq.
RHIT Men’s Tennis
Caleigh Kintner
Sports Editor
RHIT Men’s Tennis started off their weekend by traveling to Defiance to start conference play. On Saturday morning the RHIT Men’s Tennis team were victorious over the Defiance Yellow Jackets with a final score of 9-0. The Engineers began by sweeping both double matches. No. 1 doubles won 8-2, while No. 2 doubles won 8-0. The team then carried the momentum right into single plays to win all five single’s matches.

RHIT Track & Field
Caleigh Kintner
Sports Editor
The Track & Field event this weekend was cut short due to the weather, but RHIT brought home four event victories against NCAA Division I Eastern Illinois. Nick Palmer snatched first place with a pole vault of 15’ 1" while Jonah Yates secured first place in discus with a throw of 136’ 8". Dara Smith jumped to first place in the women’s high jump with a leap of 5’ 5”. Kevin Wuest won the men’s 10,000 meter run with a time of 33:46.47. Rose-Hulman will compete at the DePauw Invitational this weekend.

RHIT SPORTS BOX SCORES
Caleigh Kintner
Sports Editor
2018-19 Google Cloud Academic All-American
Ryuji Aoki was named 2018-19 Google Cloud Academic All-American for NCAA Division III men’s basketball. There are only 15 members chosen to be on this team out of the more than the 6,000 D-III basketball players currently. Aoki has cemented his legacy here at RHIT. He is the HCAC all-time leader in free-throw shooting with an accuracy of 92.3%. He is ranked No.6 in 3-point field-goal shooting, and 17th in 3-pointers made.

“We preach about team success to our players, but one area that gives me joy to see our players achieve individual accolades is the combination of academics and athletics. For Ryuji to be named an Academic All-American, it is the highest honor a player can receive for their dedication and hard work both in the classroom and on the court,” said Rose-Hulman head coach Rusty Loyd. “In his three years at Rose-Hulman, he has been part of a conference champion team and been a leader amongst his teammates, but work ethic and ability to succeed in all areas of college life will truly be his legacy. Ryuji embodies all the attributes of a Rose-Hulman student-athlete, and I couldn’t be more happy for him to receive this distinction.”

In an interview earlier this week with The Japan Times Aoki said, “I put a lot of effort into basketball as well as my academics, my former high school teammate, Jalen Brunson, who currently starts for the Dallas Mavericks in the NBA, taught me that what you do in the classroom reflects how you perform on the basketball court. He embraced that, and I think I was able to do that as well. I am tremendously blessed to be recognized for my efforts. There are many student-athletes that sacrifice and commit a lot of time and energy to their schools in terms of sports and academics, and I am proud to be recognized as one of those student-athletes.”

The RHIT Baseball & Softball games this weekend were cancelled due to the unfortunate weather of snow at the end of March in Indiana.

RHIT SPORTS SCHEDULES

Baseball
April 6: vs. Manchester (Home)
April 6: vs. Transylvania (Home)
April 7: vs. Trine
April 9: @ Earlham
April 10: vs. Wabash
April 12: @ Hanover
April 13: vs. Dominican
April 14: @ Defiance
April 15: vs. Trine
April 16: @ Trine
April 18: @ Thomas More

Softball
April 6: vs. Transylvania (Home)
April 7: vs. Trine
April 9: vs. Defiance (Home)
April 10: vs. Defiance (Home)
April 11: vs. Franklin
April 13: @ Franklin
April 14: @ Franklin
April 15: vs. Franklin
April 16: vs. Franklin
April 17: vs. Franklin
April 18: @ Franklin

Men’s Tennis
April 6: vs. Transylvania (Home)
April 7: vs. Transylvania (Home)
April 8: vs. Defiance (Home)
April 9: vs. Defiance (Home)
April 10: @ Franklin
April 11: @ Franklin
April 12: @ Franklin
April 13: @ Franklin
April 14: @ Franklin
April 15: @ Franklin
April 16: @ Franklin

Track & Field
April 6: DePauw Invitational
April 13: Indiana D-II Championship
April 19: Rose-Hulman Twilight Meet
April 26: HCAC Outdoor Championship
April 27: HCAC Outdoor Championship
May 3: Billy Hayes Invitational
May 10: Harrison-Dillard Twilight
May 23: NCAA Outdoor Championship
May 24: NCAA Outdoor Championship
May 25: NCAA Outdoor Championship

Photo by Rose-Hulman Athletics
Photo by Rose-Hulman Athletics
Photo by Rose-Hulman Athletics

April 9: Transylvania Twilight Meet
April 10: Transylvania Twilight Meet
April 12: Transylvania Twilight Meet
Larry Flynt is owner of Hustler, which he describes as a "smut peddler who cares." He sees himself as a prime candidate for political office, and he announces candidacy for Vice President of Academic Affairs. However, he acknowledges that his name on his exam might be a concern. He has dealt with people from all walks of life in the most intimate of settings, and he has a knack for getting to the bare facts quickly. He has two Supreme Court cases to his name, which he sees as an advantage. He also has two year’s experience managing the Lundstrum Innovation Center, and he has a long experience managing the Riley Innovation Center (CRIC) for Mouse Waterway Restoration, The Cowan Innovation Center (CLIC) for Disease Analysis, The Silvers Innovation Center (SIC) for Disease Prevention, The Stiles Adhesive Science, and The Dugan Innovation Center (DIC) of Entrepreneurship.

Most importantly, Flynt sees himself as a prime candidate for political office. He has dealt with people from all walks of life in the most intimate of settings, and he has a knack for getting to the bare facts quickly. He has two Supreme Court cases to his name, which he sees as an advantage.

He is not willing to make his entrance on horseback, as he has tossed their names in the candidate pool is American publishing mogul Larry Flynt.

Based Computing, Hose ve got that under my belt. 've dealt with people from all walks of life in the most intimate of settings, and I have a knack for getting to the bare facts quickly.
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